
1 Publishable summary 

  
What is ACE? 

The “Accelerating Cross-border Engagement” (ACE) project was launched in September 2013 to 

accelerate the early engagement of highly innovative ICT start-ups, SMEs and entrepreneurs in cross-

border cooperation and venturing.   

 

The first step in achieving this goal was to find out what other programmes were operating and what, 

if any, gaps in the market existed? In the first months of the project ACE partners undertook a mapping 

analysis of 100+ existing and emerging good practices in internationalisation support which was 

translated into a searchable app openly accessible to entrepreneurs looking for internationalisation 

support.  The input from this mapping exercise was used to design and pilot test the ACE acceleration 

programme.     

 

By building on and connecting to existing internationalisation support services available, ACE aims to 

deliver new value-added support to high potential ICT start-ups and SMEs. Support to companies 

includes, among other services: hands-on assistance in finding partners and clients; living lab 

validation in other countries; office space; introductions to investors, and; coaching on pitching for 

transnational investment.  

 

Who is involved? 

The ACE acceleration programme is delivered by 12 EU│BICs (Business and Innovation Centres) and 

other accelerators, clusters and business support organisations/networks in 11 European countries. 

These organisations are supported in their work by the European Business and Innovation Centre 

Network (EBN), Europe’s largest network of innovation-based incubators.  

 

Table 1 - ACE Consortium 

 
Full Partner Name  

 
Country 

Role in Project 

European Business and Innovation Centre Network (EBN) Belgium Coordinator/Multiplier 

Sociedade Portuguesa de Inovacao – Consultadoria 
Empresarial e Fomenta da Inovacao S.A. (SPI) 

Portugal Impact Assessor 

European Network of Living Labs (ENoLL) Belgium Dissemination Partner 

Coventry University Enterprises Limited (CUE) 
United 
Kingdom 

Supporting Companies 

JIC, Zajmove Sdruzeni Pravnickch Osob (JIC) 
Czech 
Republic 

Supporting Companies 

Forum Virium Helsinki OY (FORUM VIRIUM) Finland Supporting Companies 

Cap Digital Paris Region ( CAP DIGITAL) France Supporting Companies 

baden württemberg connected (bwcon) Germany Supporting Companies 

Dublin Business Innovation Center Limited (Dublin BIC) Ireland Supporting Companies 

Meta Group S.R.L (Meta Group) Italy Supporting Companies 

Technoport SA (Technoport) Luxembourg Supporting Companies 

Instituo Pedro Nunes, Associacao para a Inovacao e de 
Senvolvimento em Ciencia e Tecnologia (IPN) 

Portugal Supporting Companies 



Lunds Universitet (LU Open) Sweden Supporting Companies 

Ionad Forbartha Gnó Teoranta (WESTBIC) Ireland Supporting Companies 

iMinds VZW (iMinds) Belgium Supporting Companies 

 

The goal of the ACE consortium is to support 120 European ICT SMEs to enter new European markets. 

At the end of Year 1 (August 2014) we have reach 68% of our target with 82 companies from 13 

European countries selected and in the process of completing the ACE acceleration programme.  

Selecting the Companies 

In order to attract the best candidate companies to ACE, an open call for candidates was launched in 

December 2013 at LeWeb in Paris, one of Europe’s leading events for tech entrepreneurs. The 

application process is being managed via f6s, a well know platform established to assist start-ups and 

founders to identify funding opportunities for their businesses and likewise for Accelerators and Angel 

investors to identify good business opportunities. 

 

Figure 1 – Link to the ACE Application Form on f6s on the ACE Homepage 

 
 

The first cut-off date for applications was 28 February 2014. This first round gathered 300+ 

applications from start-ups and SMEs across Europe.  107 of these were shortlisted and invited to 

participate in the ACE acceleration programme and to attend the ACE Cooperation Summit in Brussels 

on 29 April 2014. The selection process was carried out by the 12 company-supporting ACE partners, 

who assessed companies’ innovativeness, international growth potential and motivation and capacity 

to participate in the programme.  

 



ACE Summit 

Eighty-seven of the shortlisted companies accepted the invitation to attend the ACE Cooperation 

Summit in Brussels on 29 April 2014. In advance of this they worked with a local mentor provided by 

their nearest ACE partner to develop an internationalisation action plan and to set up meetings at the 

Summit with potential mentors, investors and partners in their target markets.  

 

Attended by over 400 participants, the Summit was the first occasion for the ACE companies, mentors 

and investors to meet each other and discuss how to work together to take their businesses global. 

Companies had the opportunity to complete investor readiness training and pitch directly to a panel 

of cross border investors.  One-to-one meetings were organised for each company in advance with 

mentors from other countries who provided practical advice on entering new markets from 

introductions to potential clients to ‘soft landing’ supports. 

  

 Figure 2 – Networking and one-to-one meetings at the ACE Summit 

 
 

The Summit marked the formal launch of the ACE acceleration programme for the 75 companies that 

are now working with the international mentors they met there to achieve their internationalisation 

goals. Since then an additional 7 companies have joined the programme making up 82 companies in 

total already participating on the ACE programme. 

 

 

Local Mentor, International Support Team 

After the ACE summit, local mentors followed up with their outgoing companies to define their 

internationalisation strengths and weaknesses, develop an individual internationalisation action plan 

and design an internationalisation support team and package of support measures with ACE partners 

in the companies’ target markets. At the end of Year 1, 284 individual support measures for 82 

companies from 13 European countries have been agreed. 



The measures implemented are customised for each participating company to address their specific 

internationalisation goals and challenges.  Keeping in mind the target audience of early stage ICT 

companies and their fast-evolving needs and priorities, the programme runs as a flexible and open 

support scheme, which is highly appreciated by the entrepreneurs as testified to in their feedback 

below. 

  

Figure 3 – Selection of feedback on Year 1 of ACE from participating entrepreneurs and partners 

Next steps 

Today the ACE programme is focused on delivering the targeted support to the 82 companies already 

selected. Based on feedback from partners and participating companies, the possibility of hosting a 

second ACE Summit in Year 2 for the current and new ACE companies will be explored. A calendar of 

cross-border investment events, including online and face-to-face training, e-pitches and face-to-face 

pitches and networking opportunities for investors themselves will be rolled out.  

 

Feedback from ACE entrepreneurs 

“Our ACE mentor's support in building our sales and promotion in the UK has been invaluable. Helping us 

refine our strategy and identify specific targets, he used his network and beyond to make introductions and 

take advantage of UK-based opportunities. His tireless assistance really went above and beyond what we'd 

expected or could have hoped for.”  

Irish entrepreneur’s feedback on ACE support received to break into the UK market 

 

“The mentors provided by ACE partners in Germany and UK have been provided excellent guidance on 

internationalisation fundamental questions, helping us defining what could be a good strategy to take 

abroad its services and products.” 

Portuguese entrepreneur’s feedback on ACE support received to break into the UK and German markets 

 

Feedback from ACE partners 

“Aspects of the ACE Programme we find are most appreciated by the local and international companies we 

are working with are the Summit, the tailor-made support that exactly matches companies needs and the 

inter-company collaborations that are emerging” 

ACE Partner’s feedback on Year 1     

 

“The networking power of the Summit, access to clients, distributors and investors and local market 

knowledge are highly valued by the companies we are working with in ACE.” 

ACE Partner’s feedback on Year 1     


